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Abstract This paper proposes a technique for optimizing the Context-Based Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) on Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) architectures. Binary arithmetic coding (BAC) contains a large amount of conditional and sequential processing steps that make parallelism on VLIW processors difficult to realize. The purpose of this paper is to illustrate an optimized software implementation on a VLIW processor. The Texas Instruments (TI) TMS320C6711 Digital Signal Processor (DSP) was chosen as the implementation platform. Results of our optimized code show a 20% reduction in the number of cycles required to generate the output string in comparison with a straightforward implementation of the arithmetic encoder as defined in the H.264/AVC standard.
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Introduction



Context Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding is a normative part of the new ITU-T/ISO/IEC standard H.264/MPEG-4 part 10 for video compression [1]. This adaptive entropy coding method consists of arithmetically coding binary symbols of a given context by using only shifts and table look-ups. It is a serial process that involves a high number of operations and memory accesses what makes its implementation very compute intensive. To overcome this bottleneck, system designers tend toward hardware solutions [2]. However, nowadays there are commercial software programmable DSPs whose architecture al-



lows processing speed-up whenever instruction-level parallelism (ILP) can be extracted from the computing algorithm. DSPs with several functional units can then process those instructions in parallel. This is the case of the TMS320C6711, which contains eight functional units [3]. The H.264/MPEG-4 part 10 binary arithmetic encoder, as implemented in the standard algorithm [5], is divided into following steps: code MPS/LPS, update probability states, re-normalize and, embedded to re-normalize, append bit to output string. The algorithm contains nested loops, nested conditional execution paths and data dependencies that forces a serial execution and prevents parallelization of instructions. In this work we present some modifications to the standard CABAC algorithm that can lead to a efficient implementation of H.264 encoding on VLIW DSP platforms, extracting underlying instruction parallelism and reducing compute intensive tasks.
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CABAC



The CABAC encoding process consists of three elementary steps [4](see Figure 1): 1)Binarization: firstly, events, coefficients and parameters produced by the video encoder are converted to binary symbols. 2)Context modeling: most of the symbols are encoded within a context. Those with the same statistical properties are in the same context and are compressed together, while symbols of different nature



Figure 1: CABAC encoder block diagram are in different ones. In order to avoid the implementation of as many arithmetic coding (AC) schemes as contexts, CABAC considers a unique AC that switches the distribution of probabilities when context changes without any loose of performance and producing a unique output stream. In the context modeling stage, before arithmetically encoding one bin, the corresponding context model is selected for the bin. CABAC considers 399 different contexts, depending on the syntax element to be encoded, that can be identified by a unique context index γ. Each probability model related to a given context is determined by a pair of two values: a 6-bit probability state index and the binary value of the most probable symbol (MPS). Thus, the pairs (state, MPS) for 0 ≤ γ ≤ 398 and hence the models themselves can be efficiently represented by 7-bit unsigned integer values. 3)Binary arithmetic coding: The original principle of BAC is based on the recursive subdivision of an interval of width range. Given the estimation of the probability pLP S for the least probable symbol (LPS), the interval is subdivided into two: one of width RLP S = range × pLP S , that is associated with the LPS, and the dual interval of width RM P S = range − RLP S , which is assigned to the MPS. Depending on whether the observed bin to be encoded is MPS or LPS, the corresponding subinterval is chosen as the new interval.



Figure 2: Arithmetic coding in CABAC val range by an equi-partition of the whole interval 28 ≤ range < 29 into four cells, and the value of pLP S by 64 quantized values. We get this way a 4 × 64 2D table from where the subinterval range value RLP S is looked up. Each of the entries of the table is indexed by 2 bits of the range register and 6 bits of the probability state register. An update of the probability estimation is performed after each symbol is encoded. For a given probability state, the update depends on the state index and the value of the encoded symbol identified either as a LPS or a MPS. The process is also table-based since the transition rules are stored in two tables each having 64 entries of 6-bit unsigned integer values. Actually in CABAC two sub-engines are used: one for bins of regular coding mode as described before, and another so-called bypass coding mode for a fast encoding of equally probable symbols. For such bins, a default value of 0.5 is used as the estimation of pLP S .
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Arithmetic coding in CABAC



Arithmetic coding [6] consists in the iterative division of an interval based on the probability of the symbols and the selection of the subinterval In the practical implementation of BAC there are associated to the symbol to encode. Any point two main factors deciding the throughput: the mul- within the final subinterval characterizes the whole tiplication range × pLP S and the dynamic estima- sequence. An adaptive version of this algorithm can tion of the probability pLP S . CABAC implements a be implemented by changing the size of the intervals multiplication-free BAC scheme where approximated as new symbols are processed. multiplication results are stored in a fixed table. The basic idea is to approximate both the current inter-



In the particular case of CABAC, the procedure is shown in Figure 2 and the equations are the following ones: MPS Most Probable Symbol lownew = low rangenew = range − RLP S (1) LPS Least Probable Symbol lownew = low + range − RLP S rangenew = RLP S where range is the current length of the subinterval; low is the position of the lowest point and RLP S is the size of the subinterval associated to the LPS. As it can be seen in Figure 2, as encoding process progresses, low value increases and keeps track of symbols that were encoded so far while the width of range decreases. Although it is possible to use floating-point numbers, integer arithmetic is used in most of the practical arithmetic coders for its simplicity and portability. In order to use only integers and keep the size of both operands under control, range and low are normalized every cycle.
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CABAC implementation on a VLIW processor



The platform chosen for implementation of CABAC is the Texas Instruments’ DSP TMS320C6711. This is a floating-point processor based on the VLIW architecture. Features of the C6711 include two separate data paths A and B with sixteen 32-bit registers each and eight functional units that allow to process up to eight instructions in parallel. Data and instructions reside in separate memory spaces so that concurrent memory accesses are possible. The internal program memory is structured in such a way that a total of eight instructions can be fetched every cycle. The block diagram of the DSP core is in Figure 3.



3.1



Figure 3: C6x VLIW-based DSP architecture



Standard algorithm



In the original C code from the H.264 standard [5] the function biari encode symbol is the heart of the



Figure 4: Block diagram of CABAC process including update of probability states CABAC encoding engine. Under the reception of the binary symbol to encode together with the context information, this function first updates the values of range and low, following formulas in (1), and updates the probability estimation by looking up at the tables where the transition rules are stored and by occasionally interchanging the values of the LPS and MPS. Figure 4 illustrates this process. However the compute intensive portion of this function is the re-normalization loop (Figure 5) which ensures that the low and high values of the arithmetic encoder are not too close to avoid the encoded data may be incorrectly decoded. The process re-



have a direct control over all mentioned parameters and avoid, for example, that their values may be overwritten. This was achieved by assigning them a fixed position in the external memory of the device. The implementation of the arithmetic encoder on the DSP shows that about 50% of the processing occurs in the encoding loop and about a 40% is involved in the calculation of low and range and in updating the contexts. Table 1 shows the results of the profiling performed to the encode function. Total cycles inverted in codification 38416 Cycles inverted in renormalization and bit insertion 20031 (52%) Cycles to calculate low, range and update probability states 14499 (38%)



Figure 5: Renormalization and bit insertion normalizes the values of low and range in the interval [0, 1] so that they are at least separated by a QUARTER (0.25). The value of range is left shifted as many times as necessary. The value of low is also left shifted as many bits as range and the bits that are shifted out constitute the result of the compression process, they are packed into bytes and appended to the output string. The combination of two factors makes this renormalization very compute intensive. First, the algorithm does not know how many times the re-normalization loop is going to run. In addition, as this process is being evaluated, the algorithm performs a variable field insertion to generate the bit-stream. These factors significantly lower the available parallelism of a CABAC implementation.



Table 1: Profiling performed to the encode function
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Optimizing the re-normalization loop



Since half of the computation time relies on the renormalization, we focussed the efforts for the optimization of CABAC on this while loop. The idea is to consider the 8 functional units of the DSP and try to process in parallel as many instructions as possible. This could be achieved by implementing the software pipelining technique in the loop so that the next itTo run the original CABAC C code on the C6711 eration could be started before the previous one is DSP and control all the parameters involved in the completed. However, this is limited by the nested encoding process, it was needed to set an appropriate conditional execution paths and data dependencies. working environment involving the creation of addi- The optimizations described in the following sections tional files and functions. try to eliminate these obstacles by restructuring the All the tests in present work were done with a set algorithm and by leveraging the computation charge of created input files of binary symbols to encode of specific tasks. and a set of files with contexts to associate to each symbol and whose probability states are updated at 3.2.1 Decoupling encoding and bit-insertion run time. The C program includes variables arranged tasks within structures and that characterize the state of the arithmetic coding engine. To ensure the correct This approach increases the available instructions progress of the encoding process it was mandatory to that could be executed in parallel by decoupling the



re-normalization loop and the bit-insertion task and This was effectively observed when running CABAC makes the encoding process faster in devices that ex- in the DSP, most of the coding computation time in ploit instruction level parallelism [7]. the re-normalization loop was spent in the bit insertion macros. This lead us to simply replace the calls to the macros by calls to equivalent functions. The result is a reduction in the number of cycles involved in the generation of the encoded bit stream with respect to the straightforward CABAC implementation. 3.2.3



Reduction of ’if-else’ propositions



The arithmetic encoder contains many nested conditional statements that limit parallelism. Algorithm restructuring was performed to minimize the number of different conditional execution paths and introduce more parallelism. One observation was made that Figure 6: Flow chart of the proposed algorithm Two things were observed: a) the procedure of insertion of bits to the output string (that is embedded within the while loop as calls to macros) is performed at a lower rate than the re-normalization associated to the encoding process of the actual symbol and b) the bit insertion is a heavy task that can double the computation time of the re-normalization (ex. from ∼ 1600 cycles for re-normalization without calls to bit insertion macros to ∼ 3500 with calls). The bit insertion task was removed from the encoding procedure by using two extra arrays to store the bits to insert after the whole re-normalization was done for the current symbol or after having filled the arrays. This way the generation of the packed bits, that are the result of previously encoded symbols, can proceed in parallel with the re-normalization of other symbols to encode since there are no dependencies between both loops. The resulting flow diagram is in Figure 6. 3.2.2



Figure 7: Code for loop optimization allowed the simplification of control flow: in the renormalization loop the code is almost the same for the cases where low ≥ HALF and low < QU ART ER. With the addition of a control bit ’sign’ the new renormalization loop results in what is shown in Figure 7.
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Results



Replacing the bit insertion macros by Our optimized implementations reduce the number of functions cycles required to generate the output string in comThe insertion of bits to the output string is performed parison with the straightforward CABAC execution by calls to predefined macros. Although the macros on the DSP. Tables 2 and 3 show some of the results allow the reduction of the source code, the penalty obtained with a test file. Table 2 reflects the effect of replacing the macro is the production of more machine instructions than those that would be generated by using functions. for generation of the output string by a function.



Cycles to generate output string put bit/Ebits to follow Macro Function 0/7 3463 2911 0/11 4663 3664 1/2 2143 2056 Ebuffer=01111111011111111111100



∆ 552 999 87



Table 2: Reduction of cycles needed to generate output string when using function instead of macro



lyzed to find underlying instruction level parallelism and compute intensive tasks. The speed-up of the coding process can be achieved thanks to the capability of such DSPs to process several instructions in parallel. Several optimized implementations were benchmarked on the C6711. The results show a reduction of around a 20%, in the best case, in the total cycles required to generate the output string.



References In Table 3 we present, on one hand, the number of cycles spent in the renormalization loop by the implementation described in subsection 3.2.1 (in comparison with the original C code) and, on the other hand, the cycles spent in renormalization and bit-insertion in the case we use the optimization described in subsection 3.2.3. In the last case, the macro for bitinsertion was replaced by the equivalent function. We get around a 20% of reduction in the total cycles needed to generate the output string in comparison with the original CABAC C code. In the first case, to the renormalization we have to add the cycles involved to append bits to the final string, results are close to last case ones. Both cases could be combined by using arrays for storage of results of renormalization in the new optimized while loop and postponing the generation of final string for later stages. Decoupling byteout and renorm Total cycles Original Optimized Reduction Encoding 20046 13968 6078 (30%) Reducing if-else propositions Total cycles Original Optimized Reduction Encoding 20046 15624 4422 (22%) Table 3: Reduction of cycles needed to perform encoding process with optimized implementations
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Conclusions



In order to implement H.264 encoding efficiently on VLIW DSP platforms, CABAC algorithm was ana-
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Figure 5: Renormalization and bit insertion normalizes the values of low and range in the interval. [0, 1] so that they are at least separated by a QUAR-. 
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